The main purpose of this paper is to exhibit a doubly-infinite family of examples which are extensions of a p-group by a cyclic p'-group, with the action satisfying some conditions of Zappa (1951), arising from his study of dual-standard (meetdistributive) subgroups. The examples show that Zappa's conditions do not bound the nilpotency class (or even the derived length) of the p-group. The key to this work is found in closely related conditions of Hartley (published here for the first time). The examples use some exceptional relationships between primes.
INTRODUCTION
In a group G the map X *-* X C\D defines a subgroup-lattice endomorphism as soon as D is a meet-distributive (dual-standard) subgroup of G, that is, {XnD, YQD) = (X, Y) n D for all subgroups X, Y of G. The dual-standard subgroups in finite groups have been characterised by Zappa [12] (see also [11, Theorem 11 in Section 7 of Chapter III]); he proves the following result.
THEOREM. Let D be a dual-standard subgroup of a finite group G. Then D is normal in G and there are Hall subgroups M, H, L of G with H nilpotent, such that G is a split extension of M x L by H, L < D < HL and n(HL/D) = TT(D/L) . Also the Sylow subgroups of H are cyclic or generalised quaternion.
Here TT(G) denotes the set of primes dividing the order of G. Further details are given in [10] , where it is proved that the commutator subgroup [H,L] is nilpotent. In this connection the action of a p'-group Q on a p-group P (H and L respectively in Zappa's Theorem) becomes relevant when there is a subgroup Q\ of Q such that (Zl) for X ^ P, Qi normalises X implies that Q normalises X; and Here C P (Q) is the centraliser of Q in P. We refer to (Zl) and (Z2) by saying that the action of Q on P satisfies Zappa's conditions with respect to Q\. The following properties are closely related:
(HI) P has a Q-composition series [2] (1) 1 = P o < Pi < P* • • • < P r = P, which is also a Q\ -composition series;
(H2) if Vi and Vj are composition factors of (1), then Vi and Vj are Qisomorphic whenever they are Qi-isomorphic; and (H3) either C P {Q{) = 1 or C P (Q) # 1.
We refer to (HI), (H2) and (H3) by saying that the action of Q on P satisfies Hartley's conditions with respect to Q\.
In this context it is natural to ask if the nilpotency class or derived length of P is restricted by Zappa's conditions. In private communications in 1990, Brian Hartley showed that neither the class nor the derived length is bounded and, in order to do this, he introduced the conditions (HI), (H2) and (H3).
The present paper is divided in four sections. In the second we give Hartley's previously unpublished work, which is in two parts. Theorem 2.1 proves that Hartley's conditions imply Zappa's conditions when Q is Abelian. Then examples are constructed to show that Zappa's conditions do not imply the existence of a bound on the derived length of P, again when Q is Abelian. Section 3 deals with the relationship between Zappa's and Hartley's conditions, showing that in certain situations the former imply the latter. We also give more examples showing that (Zl) and (Z2) do not bound the nilpotency class of P. Finally in section 4 we give examples to show that Zappa's conditions do not imply Hartley's conditions in general.
We should point out that when Q is cyclic or generalised quaternion and Qi is not equal to 1 or Q and has order 2 if Q is not cyclic, then Zappa shows that (Zl) and (Z2) are necessary and sufficient for PQ\ to be a dual-standard subgroup of PQ.
All groups considered here are finite.
HARTLEY'S RESULTS
We note first of all that if (HI) and (H2) hold for a given Q-composition series of P, then, by the Jordan-Holder Theorem, they hold for every composition series of P. In particular we may always assume that (1) is a refinement of a central series of P. THEOREM 2 . 1 . (Hartley) Let P be a p-group acted on by an Abelian p'-group Q and let Q\ be a subgroup of Q. Then (i) with respect to Qi, (HI) and (H2) imply (Zl).
Moreover
(ii) if in addition (H3) holds, then (Z2) also holds.
PROOF: (i) Let P have order p n . We may assume that n ^ 2 and we proceed by induction on n. Let X be a proper non-trivial subgroup of P and suppose that Q\ normalises X. Then we have to show that Q normalises X. If $ ( P ) / 1, then, by induction, X$(P) is Q-invariant, and since
again by induction it follows that X is Q-invariant. Thus we may assume that P is elementary Abelian.
Decompose P under the action of Q into its homogeneous components:
By (HI) and (H2), the Wi here are also the homogeneous components for the action of <5i-So there exists i such that X n W i / 0 . If r > 1, then, by induction, X C\Wi is Q-invariant. So factoring by XDWi, we see, again by induction, that X is Q-invariant. Therefore we may assume that r = 1 and X ^ P = W\. (ii) Let Cp(Q) have order p&. We may assume that /? ^ 1. Also /3 is the number of composition factors in a Q -composition series of P on which Q acts trivially. (This can be seen by choosing a Q-composition series of P through Cp(Q) and arguing by induction on the order of P . If Q centralises a composition factor above Cp(Q), then we may assume that it is P/P r -\ and P r -\ = $(P)-But then Q centralises P.) Viewing such a series as a Q\ -composition series, it follows from (H2) that the number of trivial Qi-composition factors cannot increase. Hence Cp(Qi) = Cp (Q) . D Before we come to the construction of examples showing that there is no bound on the derived length of P when Zappa's conditions are satisfied, we recall some known facts about faithful irreducible Q-modules V over F p when Q is a cyclic g-group and q is a prime different from p. Let . .fa,. These are pairwise distinct, by Lemma 2.2. Consequently the module (2) splits into non-isomorphic irreducible Q\ -modules and, for different subsets of {1,2, . . . , r } , they have no common constituents. Let P -H(V) be the Hartley p-group constructed from V = {Vi,V 2 , ... ,V r } (see [3, pp. 197-203] ). In our case we can take either of these values for q when r = 1.
W H E N ZAPPA'S CONDITIONS IMPLY HARTLEY'S CONDITIONS
The situation when P is elementary Abelian is easy to deal with. be a decomposition of P into irreducible Q-modules, therefore by (Zl) also irreducible Qi -modules. Assume that for some i^j , l^i , j^t , there exists a Qi -isomorphism 7 : Vi -> Vj and let Z? 7 be the corresponding diagonal subgroup of Vi © Vj. Since D 7 is Qi -invariant, it follows from (Zl) that it is also <2-invariant. Thus be a Q -composition series of P that refines the Prattini series. By choice of P , (H2) follows for Pi and for P/Pi, for 1 ^ i ^ e -1. Hence there are i and j , with Pi < Xi and X,-^ P e -i, such that Xi-i/Xi and Xj/Xj+i are Qi-isomorphic, but not Qisomorphic. Since P/P\ and P e _i are completely reducible Q -modules, without loss of generality we may assume that Xi -Pi and j = r -1.
Let yP\ be any non-trivial element of M/P\. Let {xi, ... , xj} be a basis of P and let y = x^1 .. .x r / . Since x^' 6 Pi if p divides n , we may (without changing yPi) assume that
where p does not divide Sj, 1 ^ i ^ k. We distinguish two cases. ( f f P i ) < r = < 1 ---< f c P 2 # P a .
For, those elements x*'', which are non-trivial, are (modulo P2) part of a basis of P1/P2, as we observed above. They cannot all be trivial, otherwise y has order p, which is not the case. Therefore (3) is true. Denoting the kernel of a by -RT/Pi, it follows that KC\M -Pi. Thus M/Pi is Q-isomorphic to a Q-composition factor lying between Pi and P2, which is a contradiction. [8] CASE 2. Suppose that y has order p. Here y belongs to fl(P), which is Abelian by hypothesis. Let T = Pi D fl(P) and let fl(P) -K @ T be a Q-decomposition. Now M/Pi ^ fi(P)P 1 /P 1 S fi(P)/T S AT.
Hence M/Py, is Q-isomorphic to some Q-invariant subgroup B oi K. Then i? and P e _i are Qx-isomorphic, hence also Q-isomorphic, by Lemma 3. ) is Abelian. a contradiction. (ii) Now we suppose that P is modular. Then fl(P/Pi) is Abelian for all i, and it follows from Iwasawa's structure theorem (see [9, Theorem 2.3.1]) that if P is not Hamiltonian, then P is powerful. Thus Theorem 3.2 applies. On the other hand, if P is Hamiltonian, then P' has order 2 and P/P' is elementary Abelian. Thus P' is centralised by Q and so Lemma 3.1 applies. D REMARK. In [6] it is shown that a p-group P is modular and non-Hamiltonian if and only if every subgroup of P is powerful. As applications of these results, we construct classes of p-groups P , acted upon by p'-groups Q, in which Hartley's conditions are satisfied with respect to some proper, non-trivial subgroup Qi of Q. EXAMPLE 3.4. Let P be a special p-group (see [4, Kapitel 3, Section 13]), and let Q be a p'-group acting on P . Let Qi be a proper, non-trivial subgroup of Q. Suppose that (Zl) and (Z2) hold with respect to Qi and suppose also that Cp(Q) ^ Z(P) if P' ^ 1. Then, by Lemma 3.1, all of Hartley's conditions hold. When p is odd, P here is certainly powerful, but the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 may not be satisfied. When p = 2, then P may not be powerful, but Cp(Q) ^ Z{P) when P is extraspecial.
Finally we show that the nilpotency class of P is not restricted in these situations.
E X A M P L E 3.5. Let p be a prime ^ 5 and let A be an Abelian p-group of exponent p m , m ^ 2. Consider the group II of power automorphisms of A. So II is cyclic, generated by a, say, and (a) S Cpm-i xCp-i.
Let P be the split extension of A by (a) p and let Q be the p'-component of (a).
With Qi a proper, non-trivial subgroup of Q, one sees easily that when <J acts on P , (Zl) and (Z2) are satisfied with respect to Q\. So Theorem 3.2 applies.
EXAMPLES WHERE ZAPPA'S CONDITIONS DO NOT IMPLY HARTLEY'S CONDITIONS
Let p be a prime and let n and c be integers ^ 2. Then let P be a relatively free p-group of exponent p, rank n and class c. So P' -<3>(P) and |P : $(P)| = p n . Moreover, given a p'-automorphism of P/P', it can be lifted to an automorphism t) of P of the same order ( [8] ). Let Q = (rj) and suppose that Q has order q m , where m > 1 and q is a prime different from p. Assume that Vi = P/P' is a faithful irreducible Q-module, so that F p n is a splitting field over (q -l)/n distinct faithful irreducible Q-modules. If we set Q\ = (T? 9 ), then Vi is also a faithful Qi -module and it is irreducible if and only if p has order n modulo q m~1 .
Let P = 7i(P) > 72(P) > 73(P) > • • • be the lower central series of P . Then Vi = 7i(P)/7i+i(P) is an F P Q-as well as an F P Q\-module. The map 7 from Vi x K to V i+ i defined by 7 : (x7 2 
is Z-bilinear ( [5, p. 286] PROOF: We have P ' = $(P) > Z{P) > 1. Here, in the above notation, n = 2, the dimension of V 2 is 1 and the dimension of V 3 is 2. By assumption |pmodg 2 | = \p mod q\ = 2. It follows that q 2 divides p 2 -1 and q does not divide p -1. Hence q 2 divides p + 1. Also q must be odd.
Both Vi®V-i and V 3 have dimension 2. Hence 7 ' : Vi®V 2 -» V 3 is an isomorphism and since q does not divide p -1, Q acts trivially on V 2 . Therefore Vi and V 3 are [10] isomorphic Q-modules. Then (HI) and (H2) hold. Since Cp(Q) and Cp(Q\) are equal (of order p), (H3) also holds. D Note that, by Theorem 2.1, Zappa's conditions also hold in the above situation.
In the remaining part of this paper we construct examples satisfying (Zl), (Z2), (HI) and (H3), but not (H2). EXAMPLE 4.2. Let p and q be primes such that n = \p mod q 2 \ = \p mod q\ > 1.
Let P be a relatively free p-group of exponent p, class 2 and rank n. With V\ = P/P' and Vi = P'/I, we know that there exists an epimorphism 7 from Vi ® Vj to Vi,
By choice of p and q, there exists an automorphism 77 of P of order g 2 such that, with Q = (77) and Qi = (T? EXAMPLE 4.3. For our last example, take p = 67 and let P be a relatively free 3-generator p-group of exponent p and class 3. Let Q = (77) be a cyclic group of automorphisms of P of order q 2 , with q = 7. Let Qi -{rf).
We have |67 mod 7 2 | = |67 mod 7| = 3, P' is an elementary Abelian p-group, and with Vi = P/P', V 2 = P'/Z(P) and V 3 = Z(P)/1, V x and V 2 have dimension 3, while V3 has dimension 8 (over F p ). In GL (Vi) we choose an element of order q 2 , acting irreducibly, and lift it to an automorphism 77 of P, still of order g 2 . Then V\ and V 2 are faithful irreducible Q-as well as Q\-modules, and they are not isomorphic (see [7, p. 52] ). For a suitable primitive g 2 th root e of 1 in F p 3 , we have [12] since Vi and V 2 are not Qj-isomorphic. We conclude that the decomposition of V3 into irreducible Q\ -modules is as follows: 
